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Heritage and History
The way people use their intangible cultural heritage is as interesting as how endangered heritage is being
protected. Different parts of the world have quite distinct uses for their past. The modernity and
globalization that has come to Asia during the past century have brought the continent closer, but great
differences among them still remain. Here Singapore is exceptional. The multiple cultures of its peoples are
separate and distinct. The island’s brief common past has driven its peoples to identify with the values
demanded by the modern and global. It is therefore a challenge for them to fully appreciate their heritage.
But when they do, it is remarkable how alive and valuable heritage can be.
Singapore’s cultural heritages, tangible and intangible, project themselves in local, national, regional, global
and civilizational terms. There is a high level of complexity in each of its multiple communities. I shall look
at the communities of Chinese descent and their experiences with their living heritage and comment on
how they have been used.

